Home door lock parts diagram

A door lock is more than just the few visible pieces you frequently come into contact with. The
locking mechanism is an intricate series of springs, pins, cylinders and shafts that work
together to secure the door. What is seen besides the handle is the deadbolt knob, the inner and
outer panels, the key entry, the bolt plate and the bolt itself. First the visible parts need a brief
explanation then the mechanism itself will be looked at. Lock installation usually involves one
of two types of door lock: a key lock in a doorknob or a deadbolt security lock. The first type
has the mechanism inside the handle, thus all that is visible is that. A deadbolt, on the other
hand, has several outside parts. The parts of the door lock that are not visible but that function
to keep the lock working are known as the door lock mechanism. Inside the lock cylinderâ€”the
housing containing both the key entry assembly and the deadbolt knob â€” are pins, springs, a
cam, and the tang. To lock the deadbolt, when the right key enters the lock, it allows the
cylinder to turn, which turns the cam. This releases a spring which pushes the tang partially out
of the cylinder and into the door jam. It is the opposite action which locks the door. More
specifically, inside the cylinder are upper pins and lower pins in pairs and of different lengths.
Small springs hold each pin in their place. The upper pin of each pair is partially in the cylinder
and partially in the door, securing it from opening when the door is locked by ensuring the
cylinder cannot rotate. A key has notches that push each pin to an appropriate height when it is
inserted. The right key for a lock, when it is inserted, pushes each of the upper pins completely
out of the cylinder, freeing it and allowing it to rotate, unlocking the door. The reverse action
brings the pins partially back into the cylinder and pushes the tang into the door jam and the
wall, locking the door once again. As you can see, a door lock mechanism is quite complicated,
yet most of its working parts are concealed from sight. Learning how a door lock functions is
helpful if you ever need to replace or change the door locks in your home. We welcome your
comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may
freely link to this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our
Privacy Policy here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Door Lock Parts Explained. Written by
Doityourself Staff. Replacing Locks on French Doors. Your Door Lock Repair Guide. Related
Posts Frigidaire clothes washer stuck on pause. Read More. Please help me ID this broken
balcony door lock. We have a condo built in The balcony door seems to have the original New
fiberglass door is off at top and bottom. I had started a new thread about the front door. Some
one had said to see i Door lock actuator linkage comes apart for second time in less than a
year! It was only a week ago that I solved that starting problem. Now something e Related Posts
Door lock. Room door locks locking us in. We just moved to this house and notice that while all
of the door locks to Maybe this should go in auto but I don't have a problem or have a question
Disable privacy door lock? I have a privacy door with one of those built in switch locks that you
turn Popular Articles. How a Door Lock on a Doorknob Works. How A Deadbolt Works. How
Does a Cylinder Lock Work? Different Types of Door Locks. If you have an older house with
knobs that slip, latches that are stuck inside the door, or other minor problems, then you should
follow these instructions to remove the lock, dis-assemble it, clean and perform minor repairs.
This mortise lock set is installed in a colonial in the Boston area. Notice the set screw on the
base of the knob on the right. This screw should hold the knob securely to the spindle when
you turn the knob. The spindle is threaded to hold the knobs on, but has flats to operate the
lock mechanism and to allow the set screws in the knob to hold the knob securely to the
spindle. If the set screws become lose they will allow the knob to turn without actuating the lock
mechanism. If your knob is "slipping" try tightening this screw. Prolonged use with a lose set
screw can damage the spindle. If tightening the set screw does not help, you should be able to
buy a new spindle at your local hardware store not the chain with the 16 year old clerk, find the
one with the proprietor who is approximately as old as your home. To remove a knob, find the
set screw on the base and loosen it just enough that the handle turns freely on the spindle. To
remove the spindle, pull on the other knob with the spindle attached. If you need to replace the
spindle loosen the set screw on this knob, and unscrew the spindle from the knob to remove it.
Reverse your steps from this point to install the new spindle. Before you remove the lock
mechanism from the door, you may want to score the gap around the lock front with a razor to
free any paint that may be attached to the metal. If there is paint on the lock face, then when you
remove the mechanism the paint may stick to the lock face and peal off the wood of the door. To
extract the lock mechanism from a tight mortise hole, place a small screw driver through the
hole where the spindle was and gently push forward to free the lock face from the wood. Beware
that several components inside the case may be attached to springs. If you are not careful when
you open the case, you will not get a chance to see how the inner workings are supposed to fit
together, or worse parts, may fly off into the far corners of your workspace. Carefully remove
the screw while holding the case together. If you need to reverse the latch so that it closes the
other way, gently remove the latch while holding the other parts in place, and re-insert it with

the angled end facing the other direction. If that's all you needed to do, reverse your steps from
this point to re-install the lock. However, look at all those cobwebs! Lets continue on to clean
the lock. Now would be a great time to take a photo of your lock mechanism so you can put it
back together later. The deadbolt mechanism will have a powerful spring. Press the gate toward
the top of the lock mechanism, lift it over the top of the cam on the deadbolt , and gently release
the spring tension until you can safely lift the gate off it's pin. The main lock body should be
cast and fairly durable. The lock face is likely brass and is therefore easy to dent and even bend.
Use a vise to hold the case body so you can clean the face, but do not over-tighten the vise or
clamp directly to the brass face, or you will damage your lock. Use steel wool to polish the lock
face. Do not think you are clever and use sand paper to rush the job along. Be patient.
Remember you are here because some lazy sod didn't bother ot remove the lock before
painting. Look at all the gunk on there! Do not repeat their mistake. You may reveal marks from
the craftsman who built your lock. All mine have unique numbers stamped into the faces. Deep
dents or gouges in the brass will resist polishing. You can decide to try to clean them out but I
just leave them dark. They add character. The latch and possibly even the deadbolt will also be
polished brass. You can clean them with steel wool in the same way you cleaned the lock face. I
don't put them in the vise to polish, I just hold them in my hand. If you did it right, your lock
case will be full of steel wool dust. Clean it and all the other parts with a paper towel and WD Do
not use oil! Get all the dust, cobwebs, and steel wool out of the case and off the parts. The first
tricky part of re-assembly is to get that gate back on with that stiff leaf spring. With the deadbolt
in place, reverse your steps: gate on pin, leaf spring against the stop, gently squeeze the gate
into position If your latch spring is broken or weak then you'll need a replacement. You can take
the lock to a local locksmith find the one that's been around since your house was built. If you
have a good spring maybe in a different lock you can measure the length of the spring when
un-tensioned. Then hang weights from it to determine the amount of force needed to start
stretching it the spring pretension force and then amount of additional force needed to stretch it
a specific distance the stiffness of the spring then you can go find one online. The
McMaster-Carr site has a great search engine for springs. The latch mechanism can be tricky
since the top of the case normally holds it in place. I put the parts together as much as possible
with the spring un-tensioned. Once the case is closed, the latch mechanism should stay in
place while you tighten the case screw. Do not over-tighten the case screw or it will bind the
mechanism. Test by using a screw driver to actuate the mechanism. If the latch doesn't come
back out when you release the screw driver, then you've either over-tightened the screw, or
something else is out of place inside. If you have a key for the lock, also test the deadbolt. Now
is your chance to fix things, if you don't test it until you have it back in the door, you'll be sorry
when you have to tear it all back out and bring it back to the bench. Make sure your latch is the
right way too, if it's backward fix it now. Once you're satisfied, reverse your steps to re-install
the lock set in the door. If the case doesn't easily slide in to the door, use a rubber mallet to
gently tap it into place. Do not use a metal hammer or you will mar the surface of the lock face.
If you do not have a mallet use the plastic handle of your screw driver. Note that not all mortise
locks are the same inside. I have two kinds of lock mechanisms that look almost identical from
the outside but have a slightly shorter face and a slightly shallower backset. The latch
mechanism on this lock is easier to work with because it doesn't fly apart when you open the
case. There's a leaf spring for the knob return and a separate coil spring for the latch return.
Question 7 weeks ago on Introduction. At some point the faceplate on one got mangled and
completely detached from the lock box. Mostly bent outward from the box. Question is how to
reattach faceplate to lockbox? Never faced this particular problem. Any ideas would be
appreciated. Question 2 months ago. Step 8 or maybe Step 7. I have removed the thumb turn on
the inside came off with the inside face plate and I have the key for the cylinder, which turns the
deadbolt, although when the deadbolt is thrown the key won't come out of the lock. But the
keyed cylinder seems to be preventing me from extracting the lock case from the door. How do I
remove or re-orient the cylinder so that I can extract the lock case? I cannot remove the face
plate on the outside face of the door because the keyed cylinder holds the face plate in place.
Answer 2 months ago. There should be a screw that you can backout to be able to rotate the
cylinder and remove. Use a slotted screwdriver and insert in the hole on the door edge. Reply 2
months ago. Worked like a charm! Thank you for the insight! I had removed the screw but didn't
try or try hard enough to rotate the cylinder; but I've just removed it and reinstalled it, to make
sure I could put it back in. Now the fun begins. Question 2 years ago. I just need to know where
to put all 3 springs Or pins, More like tiny leaf springs actually and only found one videi for this
exact model. Please help? Answer 8 months ago. Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Question
2 years ago on Step There are little thin metal strips that seem to be required. I think I have all
the pieces, but I am not sure where they go as I have yet to find a picture of the insides of a

"working" pull. It's one where you press a button and the "pull" snaps out. Answer 1 year ago.
Order here: I did a lot of research to find this exact thing. And I love it!! House of Antique
Hardware online, you can find anything! I've spent many lovely hours cleaning and restoring the
antique door locks on our 's Melbourne Australia villa house. The workmanship in this old locks
is delightful. You can really understand the term "locksmith" which I think is a misnomer for
many of the current tradespeople. Some of the workings in two of our locks were broken but I
was able to pillage from one to make up one whole functioning lock. I then spent months of
weekends scratching around in junk and building salvage yards looking for a matching lock and
eventually found a couple inside some antique doors. I managed to convince the owner to
remove and sell the locks for me and voila. Two fully functioning locks and a spare for future
repair. I just hope the universe will forgive my lifting locks that had been in existing doors. Tip 2
years ago. Don't use steel wool on brass as the steel will embed itself into the brass and cause
corrosion. Use brass wool instead. Reply 2 years ago. Question 3 years ago on Step The usual
reason mortise locks stop working is broken springs-one would do well to replace them all, if
possible. A good way to clean out the lock body is with brake cleaner spray, followed by wiping
with a paper towel. One of the FEW things graphite is good for is lubing the inside of a mortise
lock body-if it has a cylinder for a key, lube with WD40 or similar light spray oil ONLY-no 3-in-1,
no grease, no silicone spray. Frequently the bolt will be bent from attempts to close the door
with it extended. The brass can polish up like new, but will have to be varnished or waxed after.
NOTE: Some finished were purposely antiqued and won't like that way after polishing! Reply 3
years ago. Thanks for this bit of info. Makes all the difference. Reply 9 years ago on
Introduction. It is a penetrant, but will dry out and gum up rather quickly, attracting abrasive
dust. Use dry graphite only, use a Q-tip or puff applicator to apply. NEVER use varnish if you
can avoid it. Large towns' locksmiths will or should have the correct key blanks to make up a
proper set for the door s. They will need to be cut to fit correctly! Many skeleton keys will NOT
work, especially for entrance doors. One more thing: interior lock springs were of three types;
flat springs, compression springs often used on the strikes , and tension springs used on the
bolts, etc. You will likely NOT find flat springs at most places. Locksmiths are your best bet,
especially the older shops. And why do springs fail? Because the lock dried out the lube or
wore it away, and folks force the lock to work when it should be EASY Hope this helps. Reply 5
years ago. I came across an old Peterboro key lock for an interior? It had been taken apart and
partially cleaned. I cleaned the rest, but now I need help putting it together again. I looks like all
the parts are there. Could I send you pictures so you can identify the lock and hopefully give me
instructions on how to pput it together. Of course I would be willing to compensate you. Would
you have a similar lock in the house? Carefully removed and used as an example, it might
serve. I would recommend just trying different assemblies, keeping track of how you put any
particular part together I had recently tried a piece of steel from a clock spring wound type as a
replacement for the flat springs in a few locks. I'm the type that needs a bunch of pieces in front
of me to work, so sending me pics would probably not help. To free the lock mechanism from
the door, remove the two screws in the lock face. Tension should keep it in place. I use a screw
driver to tension the latch spring and hold everything into place. Notice that the case top is
already on the screw driver so I can drop it into place. Did you make this project? Share it with
us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed Artwork by cfb70 in Woodworking. Answer Upvote. Reply
Upvote. KratosT Question 2 years ago. DianeS Question 2 years ago on Step KristiF17 DianeS
Answer 1 year ago. TamzinR 2 years ago. That makes a lot of sense. Makaus Question 2 years
ago on Step Where can I get the correct compression spring for this type of lock? RubyR32
Question 3 years ago on Step Is there way to find the key for these particular locks? ShellieW2
dll Reply 3 years ago. Hi, I came across an old Peterboro key lock for an interior? We
recommend upgrading to the latest version of Internet Explorer or Chrome or Firefox. When
shopping for door hardware that meets your specs for security, performance and style, it helps
to be able to talk the talk. Whether exploring the world of door hardware online at websites like
schlage. Parts of a door lock. Visit schlage. Sometimes called a rose, the trim is a decorative
plate attached to the door under the knob or lever. One of the strongest methods of securing a
door, deadbolts are operated only using a key from the exterior or thumbturn from the interior.
The deadbolt is typically installed on exterior doors above a knob, lever or grip for a handleset.
This refers to any plate, including trim and handleset plates, that surrounds a keyhole or lock. It
protects the lock cylinder from being drilled out, providing you with additional security, and
protects the surrounding area from being scratched by a key. A metal plate on the edge of the
door, next to the latch or deadbolt, the faceplate protects the lock from wear and tear. It may
have rounded corners or be a circular drive-in faceplate. Used with a rounded corner faceplate,
the backplate is installed with the latch so that it is positioned between the faceplate and the
latch bore the hole where your latch enters the door. Latch bolt:. Sometimes abbreviated as

latch, this is the type of lock that has a beveled, spring- operated bolt that engages when you
close the door. The spindle is the bar that connects knobs or levers through the door and
operates the lock mechanism. Strike plate:. Similar to a faceplate, the strike plate is a metal
plate that is affixed to the doorjamb and has a hole or holes that accommodate the lock bolt. It
is not only decorative. The strike plate protects the doorjamb and adds security to the opening.
Other door hardware terms. Beyond parts, there are a few more terms you might find helpful
when it comes to purchasing and installing your door hardware. The backset is the distance
from the edge of the door to the center line of the prepared cross bore hole drilled to install
most locks. With all installations, there are minimum and maximum measurements required for
your lock to be compatible. Bore holes:. Bore holes are the holes in the door that house your
door hardware and allow it to be installed. The cross bore is the main hole drilled into the face
of the door where the body of the lock chassis is installed. The latch bore, also known as the
edge bore, is the hole drilled from the side of the door into the cross bore to allow the latch of
the lock to be installed and to accommodate the sliding of the deadbolt. This stands for the
Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association. The grading system is expressed alphabetically
A, B and C and looks at three different categories: Security, Durability and Finish. Handing is a
term used to indicate how a door swings. This is important to know when choosing a
compatible lock for your use. A right-handed lever has the door hinges located on the right side
of the door as you look at it from the outside. For more information, check out our blog post on
understanding lever and door handing. Stay up-to-date on the latest style and design tips,
trends, DIY tutorials, product updates and smart home news. This website will not look or
function as originally intended in your current browser We recommend upgrading to the latest
version of Internet Explorer or Chrome or Firefox. Press Enter. Some error occurred. Try after
some time. Choose All That Apply. Single Family Builder, Custom. Single Family Builder, High
Volume. Single Family,Contractor. Multi-Family, Builder. Multi-Family, Property Manager.
Multi-Family, Property Owner. Multi-Family, Contractor. I would like to receive advertising
materials from Allegion plc and its affiliates and third parties selected by Allegion, including
newsletters, updates and promotions. Your information may be shared with third parties in
order to provide you these materials. You may unsubscribe at any time by following the
instructions in our Privacy Policy or contacting us at dataprivacy allegion. Categories 05 Door
hardware terms and parts of a door lock. Trim: Sometimes called a rose, the trim is a decorative
plate attached to the door under the knob or lever. Deadbolt: One of the strongest methods of
securing a door, deadbolts are operated only using a key from the exterior or thumbturn from
the interior. Escutcheon: This refers to any plate, including trim and handleset plates, that
surrounds a keyhole or lock. Faceplate A metal plate on the edge of the door, next to the latch
or deadbolt, the faceplate protects the lock from wear and tear. Backplate: Used with a rounded
corner faceplate, the backplate is installed with the latch so that it is positioned between the
faceplate and the latch bore the hole where your latch enters the door. Latch bolt: Sometimes
abbreviated as latch, this is the type of lock that has a beveled, spring- operated bolt that
engages when you close the door. Spindle: The spindle is the bar that connects knobs or levers
through the door and operates the lock mechanism. Strike plate: Similar to a faceplate, the
strike plate is a metal plate that is affixed to the doorjamb and has a hole or holes that
accommodate the lock bolt. Other door hardware terms Beyond parts, there are a few more
terms you might find helpful when it comes to purchasing and installing your door hardware.
Backset: The backset is the distance from the edge of the door to the center line of the prepared
cross bore hole drilled to install most locks. Bore holes: Bore holes are the holes in the door
that house your door hardware and allow it to be installed. Handing: Handing is a term used to
indicate how a door swings. How-to center. Gift guides. Related articles. Related products.
Product Details. Single Cylinder Deadbolt with Collins Trim. Contact About Find a retailer. Join
our mailing list. Sign up for easy DIY tutorials, product giveaways and discounts. Submit your
info below to receive our next update. Weekly Bi-Weekly Monthly Email subscribed! We are
open and providing service as normal, however we encourage you to call before visiting our
showroom. The main parts of a door lock are the cylinder, bolt, box and strike plate.
Understanding the different parts that work together to make a door handle and lock work, can
help you fix minor problems on your own. The cylinder, or lock body, is the part of the door lock
where you insert the key. Essentially, it recognizes the correct key when the pins move into
their proper places. The lock engages a bolt inside the door. This piece of metal extends from
the door into the frame and holds it closed. There are two main styles of latch or bolt â€”a
spring bolt and a deadbolt. It is designed to hold the bolt securely in the doorframe when the
lock is engaged. The metal plate, which attaches to the frame of the door, is the strike plate. The
purpose of the strike plate is to guide the bolt from the cylinder into the box of the frame and
give added reinforcement to the locking mechanism. Technology has brought vast

improvements to home and commercial security. In particular, businesses are increasingly
interested safeguarding their property by upgrading locks and installing security systems.
Electronic locks are just one of the great new options on the market. Electronic locks are very
different from traditional spring or deadbolt style locks. They rely on a series of magnets and
small, electric-powered motors that are activated to open and close. Electronic locks are
programmed to require the correct keypad combination , key fob , access card or biometric data
, such as fingerprints, in order to unlock. Smart Electronic Locks are electronic locks with the
added capability of being controlled remotely through a smartphone application. A business
owner can monitor traffic, restrict access through certain doors, lock doors and activate the
security system without being anywhere near the building. Usually, smart electronic locks also
have a mechanical key cylinder to allow access with a traditional key. An experienced locksmith
should also be able to an
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swer any questions you have. Call us at or fill out our online request form to get in touch with
Great Valley Lockshop. This blog was originally published on June 10, and has since been
modified and updated to reflect the most accurate information. Chris is a volunteer firefighter
and "Life Member" for East Whiteland Township Volunteer Fire Company and a huge Nascar fan
who loves to go camping and enjoys the outdoors. Chris Strauss frequently blogs for Read
other articles written by Chris Strauss. Discover what thousands of our customers already
know: When you hire Great Valley Lockshop you can expect us to be prompt, passionate and
genuinely enthusiastic about your project! We are serious about privacy. We will never share
your information with third parties. Please read our Privacy Policy for more information. Call Us.
Find Us. Free Estimate. May 9, Category: Hardware Author: Chris Strauss. Last Name. Your
Phone Number. Describe Your Project. If you are human, leave this field blank.

